Structural Engineering Services, Structural Engineering Design Drafting
Outsourcing Structural Engineering Services, Structural Engineering Design Drafting
Indeed, myriad structural engineering services providers are surviving in the domain of our
operations but alas, handful of them comprehends the nature of these services. At 7Solutions
India, we acknowledge the value of innovation, industry standards, contemporary machinery and
adept workforce that’s why we retain and believe in doing the same as well. From distinct areas
of a structural engineering design and analysis, we receive preliminary, conceptual and detail
designing projects because the clients rely on us and our proficient workforce is predominantly
intended to delivery industry’s top-notch Structural Engineering Design services. Being a veteran
company, we firmly believe in maintaining the world-class standards in terms of quality,
reducing the designing time frames and overall cost.
Our preeminent designers prop up all the phases of structural engineering design process that
includes modeling to analysis of pre-existing designs and construction documentation.
At 7Solutions India, our primary structural engineering services include:
High Rise Structures
For all sorts of commercial and residential buildings, we carryout designing and analysis
procedures enforcing modernized tools and industry’s standard design. Moreover, we also utilize
in-house built tools. Mainly we cover the following services.
•
•

Steel, RCC and Composite Structures
Prefabricated Building Systems

Industrial Structures
So far, our unrivalled team of professionals did numerous industrial projects including machine
foundations and load bearing structures. That’s why our quintessential industry segments aren’t
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oil Refineries
Composite Structures
Chemical Plants
Power Generating Units
Equipment Foundations
Printing Press Services

Custom Homes
Utilizing location standards and applicable codes, our specialists carry out the designs of custom
homes and their analysis

•
•

RCC Homes / Masonry Homes
RCC Homes / Masonry Homes

Our Methodology:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Our qualified engineers retaining extensive experience undertakes the overall responsibility
of preliminary, conceptual and detailed design projects.
To finish the project, our electrical and structural designers and project engineers will work
with your primary contacts.
To meet the laid requirements and structural standards, our skilful engineers will adapt their
structural analysis approach. The principal objective behind adapting this methodology is to
allow the input of information in the form of a graphical interface.
To develop a communication plan and design standard we work with our engineers to
ensure repeatable, consistent and high quality performance.
Our experts channelize all their resources and means to extract the expected result that
perhaps is in the form of layout of plans, elevation and structural detail drawings.
The result will be in the form of tabular and graphical output that will flow seamlessly.

Today, 7Solutions India is proud of its services and we can guarantee you utmost benefits, from
low operating cost to high-quality services. Since 2007, Structural engineering company India
providing professional structural engineering design to the structural engineers and architects.
Contact us to get more details about our low price structural engineering design services and
sample.
Website: http://www.7solutionsindia.com/structural-engineering-services.php
Email: info@7solutionsindia.com
Inquiry Here: http://www.7solutionsindia.com/inquiry.php

